Name of Eric Hill's early reader dog, or Dick and Jane's pet
The Jetson's pet dog
___ was a lovable mutt who starred in several films in the 70s and 80s
In Men in Black II, Will Smith briefly partnered with ___ the pug
1989 Tom Hanks’ movie, Turner & ___
The name of the pet Brady Bunch dog
The name of the hound in Disney's The Fox and the Hound
Timmy's faithful Collie companion
___ was the pet dog of Barbara Bush
Laika, from ___, was the first living creature launched into space
This black Newfoundland dog journeyed with Lewis and Clark
Charlie Brown's dog
William Kotzwinkle writes about "___ the Farting Dog"
Eddie is the name of this Seattle psychiatrist's dog
President ___'s dog, Laddie Boy had a chair for cabinet meetings
Archeologist Henry Jones Jr. took his nickname from his pet dog __
"Take a bit out of crime" is the motto of ___ the Crime Dog
This Bull Terrier is the mascot of the Target brand
Argos was the faithful loyal dog of this Greek warrior
___ was a 1960s cartoon and a 2007 movie voiced by Jason Lee
1992 movie written by John Hughes about a St. Bernard
Breed of the Taco Bell mascot
Spuds ___ was a spokesdog for Bud Light in the 80s
Shaggy's canine best friend
The breed of dog often associated with snow rescues in the Alps
Paris Hilton's published Chihuahua
Yogi Bear & Boo Boo started out on the ___ Hound Show in 1958
Rin Tin Tin and Strongheart were this breed of dog
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